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Abstract

We address the problem of identification (from text) and generation of pitch accents in HMM-based English TTS synthesis. We show, through a large scale perceptual test, that a large improvement of the binary discrimination between pitch accent and non-accented words has no effect on the quality of the speech generated by the system. On the other side adding a third accent type that emphatically marks words that convey "contrastive" focus (automatically identified from text) produces beneficial effects on the synthesized speech. These results support the accounts on prosodic prominence that consider the prosodic patterns of utterances as hierarchical structured and point out the limits of a flattening of such structure resulting from a simple accent/non-accent distinction.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, HMM, pitch accents, focus detection

1. Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of identification of natural patterns of prosodic prominence and their generation in HMM-based English Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis. It is commonly held within the speech synthesis community that the synthetic generation of prosodic prominence (and more in general of prosody) fails to sound appropriate in long utterances and/or when utterances are in context, making TTS synthesis not yet satisfactory in some applications like book reading and automated spoken dialogues.

Two are the main causes of such failure: i) in state-of-the-art TTS systems prosodic prominence patterns are predicted from text by relying on features that very loosely account for the combined effects of syntax, semantics, word informativeness and salience (given by the context) on prosodic prominence; ii) the prediction of prosodic prominence patterns is almost always approximated to the prediction of sequences of accented and non-accented words (or more in general of prominent and non-prominent words).

According to one of the most popular theory of prosody, the Autosegmental-Metrical theory ([1], [2] and [3]), every utterance has a stress pattern (where the sentence-level stress must not be confused with lexical stress) that "reflects a set of prominence relations between the elements of the utterance" ([4]). Thus prosodic prominence is assumed to be a relative property of speech. The stress pattern is organized in a binary tree structure where two siblings are always tied by a weak-strong relation that states which of the two is most prominent. Figure 1 shows an example of prominence tree for the noun phrase "labor union" where the first syllable of "labor" is stronger (i.e., perceived as more prominent) than the first syllable of "union".

This hierarchical representation assumes that several degrees of prominence can be perceived.

The prominent syllables (i.e., the "strong" siblings, at any level of the tree) can be marked by a pitch accent while "weak" syllables (i.e., the "weak" syllables at the first level of the tree) can not. The accent perceived as most prominent accent of the utterance is usually referred to as "nuclear accent". It usually marks the focused word/phrase of the sentence, i.e., the most salient item (e.g., in the question-answer pair: "Who did that?", "Paul did that", Paul is the focused word).

In this paper we show the limits that a simple accent/non-accent distinction implies in HMM-based TTS synthesis and the benefits coming from using a three-level accentuation. The third accent type is a "contrastive" nuclear accent, i.e., an accent that marks items that contrast with other words/phrases explicitly given by the discourse context (as in, e.g., "John wanted to talk to Kate, but had to talk to Paul first."). Note that in some theoretical accounts on focus (see [5]), focus and contrast are the same thing. Here we use a more intuitive and specific definition of contrast. This type of contrast is usually marked by a particularly strong accent, which has been claimed to have phonetic peculiarities. Either these phonetic peculiarities exist or not the contrastive accent is always at the top of the prominence tree.

There is very little work attempting to generate contrastive accents and more in general contextually appropriate prosodic prominence. Perhaps the closest previous study is [6] in which (manually annotated) contrastive accents were modelled with ToBI labels. The ToBI labels were used to predict F0 and duration which in turn were used as specification features in the cost function of a unit selection TTS system.

Part of the work presented here continues the work described in [7], with respect to which we show a largely improved generation of contrastive accents. Additionally in this paper we add evidence that a large improvement of the binary discrimination between pitch accent and non-accented words has no effect on the quality of the speech generated by the system.
2. Prediction of prominence patterns from text

To predict prosodic prominence patterns from text we built two components: a standard pitch accent predictor, and a contrastive accent predictor.

2.1. Pitch accent prediction

We trained and tested several accent predictors on the f2b subset of the Boston University Radio News corpus. A detailed description of these predictors is given in [8].

The set of training features extracted consists of a set of the most predictive features from the literature (which, for sake of simplicity we call "old" set) and a set of novel features ("new" set). The old features are: (i) Information Content (IC) of simplicity we call "old" set) and a set of novel features the most predictive features from the literature (which, for sake of simplicity we call "new" set). The old features are: (i) Information Content (IC) = \(-\log(p(w_i))\), where \(p(w_i)\) is the probability (computed offline using a 9-million words text corpus) of the word in position \(i\); (ii) Relative IC (RIC) = \(-\log(p(w_i)/p(w_{i-1}))\); (iii) Inverse RIC = \(-\log(p(w_i)/p(w_{i+1}))\); (iv) Part-of-Speech (POS) of \(w_i\); (v) length of \(w_i\) in number of characters.

The new proposed features are the following:

- Cached Information Content (CIC). CIC is a dynamic version of IC where \(p(w_i)\) changes depending on whether \(w_i\) previously occurred in the text. CIC was computed using the Cache Language Model functionality of the SRILM ([9]). For details on Cache Language Models see [10]. CIC takes into account the giveness of a word which has been claimed to be related to pitch accenting.
- Information Content of a Concept (ICC): this feature was proposed by [11] to measure the semantic similarity of the concepts associated to words. The lower the ICC of word \(w_i\), the more specific the meaning of the concept associated to it. ICC accounts for the fact that specific words are more prone to accentuation than generic words (e.g., "cat" vs. "animal").
- Syntactic Dependencies (SD): a dependency tree is automatically extracted (using MaltParser [12]) and then features are extracted from it. A dependency tree indicates syntactic pairwise relations between a dependent and a head as shown in figure 2. Examples of these features are: name of the dependency in which the current word is a dependent (e.g., Subject-of); path and length of path between \(w_i\) and \(w_{head}\). Some of these features are intended to account for a possible mapping between the syntactic relation linking two consecutive words and their prosodic prominence relation (i.e., the edge in the prominence tree), which in turn might affect word accenting.

To build the pitch accent predictor we experimented with a number of machine learning techniques already used in previous work on accent prediction: Classification and Regression Tree (CART, [13]), Bagging using CARTs as basic learners ([14]), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (where CART is used to compute the observation probabilities as, for example, in [15]), and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [16]. The use of the first two classifiers implies that the accenting of \(w_i\) does not depend on the accenting of the previous words (see [17] for example), while the use of the last two does not imply such independence.

The Bagging of CART method (which is a committee of CARTs) gives the best results with a 85.2% accuracy in a 10-fold cross-validation. To our knowledge this predictor compares favourably with all accent predictors (based on textual features only) proposed in previous work. The new features produce a 0.9% relative accuracy increase.

![Figure 2: Dependency tree of the sentence “The musician in red shirt only plays Scarlatti”](image)

2.2. Contrastive accent prediction

The contrastive accent predictor was trained on a set of excerpts of transcriptions of spontaneous dialogues in which there are pairs of words explicitly contrasting with each other that had been marked with particularly prominent accents. All these contrastive word pairs can be identified by looking at text only (e.g., “and, you know, even the public schools are behind the parochial schools”).

The contrast predictor examines all the word pairs in the sentence that share the same gross POS (i.e., verb, noun, etc...). It is a Support Vector Machine-based binary classifier. The training feature set contains semantic, syntactic and morphological features. In a leave-one-out evaluation the classifier achieves a 74.4% precision and 22.4% recall in contrast identification.

Note that actually the classifier is very precise in recognizing word-pairs that are “semantically” contrastive (i.e., whose contrast can be recognized by looking at the text only) but some of these pairs had not been prosodically marked by the speakers and so the predicted classification is considered wrong. This problem could be largely reduced if the contrastive accent prediction task were carried out in two steps: first, identification of semantically contrastive words, and then prediction of contrastive accents (based on the semantic contrast identification). Unfortunately, at the moment, there are no corpora that would allow to train a semantic contrast tagger (or even better, a focus tagger). In [8] we propose active-learning- and semisupervised learning-based tools to effectively train contrast predictor on small corpora. More detailed description of the classifier and discussion can be found in [7] and in [8].

Some of the sentences containing contrastive word-pairs successfully identified in a leave-one-out validation by the predictor are used as testing sentences in the Experiment 2 described in this paper.

3. Prosodic prominence generation

Two large-scale experiments were carried out to: 1) assess the utility of an improved pitch accent predictor in a HMM-based TTS system that uses pitch accent as one of its linguistic features; 2) assess the naturalness of the generated contrastive accents and test whether introducing contrastive accents produces improvement in the overall speech quality. See [8] for more details.

Any modification to the original HMM based TTS system ([18]) for the generation of prosodic prominence was only ap-
plied at the level of the set of training linguistic features used by the system.

3.1. Experiment 1

We used two TTS systems that we named HTS05 and HTS05-PP. System HTS05 is the HMM based TTS system described in [18]. It uses the pitch accent predictor integrated in Festival whose accuracy on the BURN corpus is very poor (below 70%) as reported in [19]. System HTS05-PP uses our best pitch accent predictor, i.e., the Bagging-based predictor. Additionally HTS05-PP uses a large set of prosodic prominence related features that are not used by HTS05. This feature set includes:

- accentuation value \( \epsilon \{\text{accent, no-accent}\} \) of \{previous, current, next\} phoneme. A phoneme is accentuated if it belongs to the nucleus of a stressed syllable of an accented word. Note that in HTS05 the accentuation value only refers to the syllable, i.e., it is only at the syllable level.
- uncertainty of the pitch accent predictor (only at the word level).
- features used by our pitch accent predictor (only at the word level)

There are at least two reasons to use the training features of the pitch accent predictor. First, these features are speaker-independent while the pitch accent predictor is not. Having speaker-independent features related to pitch accenting may be useful as our pitch accent predictor and HTS05-PP were trained on two different voices. Second, some of the training features (e.g. SD) of the pitch accent predictor may capture weak-strong prominence relations between two adjacent words that cannot be captured using the accent feature only.

Both systems were trained on 2025 utterances of the Roger voice from the Blizzard 2008 speech data set [20].

A first informal listening of a large number of synthesized utterances showed almost no difference between the two systems. This result was confirmed by two listening tests involving 30 British English native speakers. The first test was a preference test, where the subjects had to indicate their preference (or no preference), in terms of overall speech quality, for a HTS05 or a HTS05-PP generated utterance. We selected the 12 utterance pairs where the two systems sounded (to us) most different and presented them twice (in both orders), in random order, to each subject. The second test is a similarity test where the subject had to indicate which of the two synthesized utterances sounded more similar to the natural utterance.

Both tests showed no significant difference between the two systems, and even a preference, although not significant, was found for system HTS05 in the preference test (227 vs. 212, and 281 "no-preferences"). Such results show that improved pitch accent prediction alone is not sufficient to improve the overall speech quality and naturalness of a TTS system.

A possible explanation for these results is that a prosodic prominence model that mainly relies on the simple distinction between accents and non-accent is a far over-simplistic model of prosodic prominence that “over-flattens” the complex hierarchical structure of prosodic prominence.

However we can not draw a definitive conclusion yet as only one training voice has been used and, additionally, that voice is different from that on which the pitch accent predictor was trained. Perhaps more definitive conclusions could be drawn if the pitch accent annotation of the training speech dataset of the TTS system were manual.

3.2. Experiment 2

In this experiment only one TTS system was used (system HTS05-PP-E). The system is quite similar to the system described in [7] (although, as we will see, it produces much better results). It was trained on a speech dataset consisting of the same 2025 "neutral" style utterances used to train systems HTS05 and HTS05-PP plus all the 1683 utterances of the “carrier sentences” corpus [21]. This corpus contains hundreds of contrastive words recorded in three different templates as in the following example:

S1: It was JAMES who did it.
S2 No, it was JOHN who did it!
S3 It was JOHN, not JAMES.

The templates were repeated tens of times using different proper names. The speaker was asked to emphasize the names so that the contrastive accents are actually not “spontaneous” contrastive accents and are often emphatic.

Compared to the training data used in [7] the training data used in this experiment contains about 900 “neutral” utterances (i.e., uttered in a neutral, non- emphatic style) more as we found out that adding more neutral data helped smoothing the emphasis of the contrastive accents.

Concerning the linguistic feature set, HTS05-PP-E used the linguistic features used in HTS05-PP plus a set of features used to generate contrastive accents:

- \{previous, current, next\} phoneme emphasis value
- \{previous, current, next\} syllable emphasis value
- emphasis dependent name of the \{previous, current, next\} phoneme (e.g., emphatic /a/)
- emphasis dependent name of the syllable nucleus

There were three possible emphasis values: 0 if the word was not emphatic, A if the word was the first or the only emphatic word in the utterance, and B if the word was the second emphatic word in the utterance. In [7] only two emphasis values were used: emphatic and non-emphatic. We increased the number of emphasis values since an informal analysis of the previous system showed that the two contrastive accents were perceived as too similar and a differentiation seemed preferable.

Two different perceptual tests were designed: a preference test and a contrastive word detection test. In the first test we used 20 sentences from the sentence test used to train and test the contrastive accent predictor. The 20 sentences were selected from the set of sentences in which the predictor correctly identified contrastive word pairs.

We then synthesized two different versions of the same sentence using HTS05-PP-E. In one version (version StdC), contrastive words were accentuated with a standard pitch accent while in the other version (version EmphC) the contrastive words were accentuated with a contrastive accent (either value A or B depending on the contrastive word). The test participants were asked to indicate which version sounded best (the “no-preference” option was also available).

In the contrastive word detection test we selected 10 sentences containing at least one contrastive word pair and synthesized them with a contrastive accent on only one word (that could be a word of the contrastive pair if the sentence contained more than one contrastive word pair). The remaining words were normally accented by the accent predictor. The subjects were asked to indicate the word they perceived as most prominent. The subjects of this experiment were the same as those of Experiment 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EmphC</th>
<th>StdC</th>
<th>No preference</th>
<th>p-value_1</th>
<th>p-value_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p = 0.094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EmphC vs. StdC. In EmphC the contrastive words are marked with an emphatic contrastive accent while in StdC the same contrastive words are marked with a standard pitch accent. The first two columns show the number of preferences for one of the two versions and the third column the number of cases in which subjects expressed no preference. The \( p \)-value_1 is computed by excluding the No preference choices from the overall set of choices, while the \( p \)-value_2 is computed by splitting the No preference set into two halves and summing one half to the EmphC preferences and the other half to the StdC preferences.

The presence of contrast (identifiable from text) in the test sentences had the aim of making the emphasis recognition task more difficult by giving to the listeners no textual cues or misleading textual cues about the placement of the emphatic accent.

The results of the detection test show that contrastive accents were often clearly identifiable. In fact in 6 out of 10 utterances the number of speakers able to identify the most prominent word was significantly (with \( p \leq 0.01 \)) in a binomial two-sided test greater than the chance level (where the chance level was computed taking into account the emphatic word and all the accented words in the utterance).

In the preference test, in addition to listening to the utterances the subjects had to read the dialogue excerpts containing the test sentences. Results (Table 1) show a significant preference for the EmphC version supporting the hypothesis of the necessity of more than two levels of accentuation.

Note that in order to generate contrastive accents we needed accent so phonetically strong to be perceived as contrastive when "inserted" in any "neutral" context independently of the prominence of the words in that context. This approach may contrast the assumption that prosodic prominence is a relative property of speech and that the prominence of a word (i.e., the number of x’s in Figure 1) does not necessarily have specific phonetic correlates and its phonetic appearance may only be given by the the phonetic context. Unfortunately handling such kind of relative properties is not feasible in a standard HMM-based system where the phonetic realization of a hidden state (i.e., of a phone segment) is independent of the realizations of the preceding hidden states.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the problem of identification of natural patterns of prosodic prominence and their generation in HMM-based English TTS synthesis. We showed results that cast doubts on the actual utility of accurate binary accent prediction for TTS synthesis. Such non-utility may point out the limits of an oversimplified prosodic prominence model which flattens the hierarchical prosodic prominence structure. We showed that a less flatten model, obtained by introducing contrastive accents, improves the overall quality of the synthesized speech.
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